An effective simulation technique for describing the spreading properties of molecularly thin lubricant films on magnetic disks has been developed. We propose a molecular precipitation method that can simulate initial molecule arrangement of the films dip-coated onto the disks. Reptation and Rouse models as the model of the molecular motion, and molecular insertion and molecular precipitation methods as the method for putting molecules in initial positions were compared. From the results of the spreading profiles and diffusion coefficients, it has been revealed that the molecular precipitation method combined with the Rouse model is effective in simulating the spreading of the lubricant films.
INTRODUCTION
In order to evaluate the mobility of molecularly thin lubricant films on magnetic disks, the spreading profile of the liquid film boundary has been measured [1] . Drawbacks of the experimental measurement are that it is sensitive to environmental conditions and time-consuming. Molecular simulations have attracted attentions as the evaluation method of lubricant characteristics, which can substitute for the experimental method. The molecular simulations based on structureless particle models have been applied to the spreading lubricant films [2] . The results of the simulations were in good agreement with the experimental results, however, it is necessary to develop a more precise simulation method to analyze the effect of molecular weight or conformation, or morphology of the lubricant molecules. In this paper, we propose a simulation method that provides more precise solutions for the spreading lubricant dynamics by the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation based on a bead-spring model.
SIMULATION MODEL AND METHODOLOGY
As the first step, a perfluoropolyether (PFPE) Z, which is an apolar lubricant that does not have functional end groups, is simulated in order to establish a model for linear chain polymer. A coarse-grained bead-spring model used in MC [3] was utilized. The polymer molecule was divided into beads connected by springs. All the beads have dispersive interactions described by the limited Lennard-Jones potential,
where ε is potential depth, σ is the diameter of the bead, and r is the distance between a pair of the beads. The cutoff distance was selected as r c =3σ. The two neighboring beads in the polymer chain have the limited harmonic potential,
where k is a spring constant, l is the distance between the beads and l 0 is effective bond length (EBL). An attractive interaction between the beads and the solid surface is described by the integration of LJ potential over the infinite plane surface,
where
σ sc = 0.091 nm (the diameter of carbon atom) and ε s = 3000ε . 
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Both the reptation and Rouse models have been widely used for the representations of molecular movements. In the reptation model, one of the end beads in the polymer chain is randomly displaced and the other beads follow the end bead. In the molecular movement of Rouse model, all the beads in the polymer chain are randomly displaced. The reptation model is suitable for the molecules at the inside of the liquid film in comparison with Rouse model, which is appropriate to describe the motions of the molecules at the surface of the film. Initial arrangement of lubricant molecules has a remarkable effect on the result of the simulation of the spreading. The molecular insertion method, which places molecules at randomly selected positions inside the lubricant film, has been used in many cases. It has a simple algorithm and takes only short time for the calculation. However, it has a drawback that excessive numbers of the entangled molecules are formed at the beginning of the simulation. In our simulation, a new method, which we call the molecular precipitation method, was introduced. In the molecular precipitation method, molecules are placed at a sufficient distance from the solid surface and precipitated on to the solid surface by the attractive potential. The lubricant films generated by the molecular precipitation method have the similar molecule arrangement to that of the lubricant film just after dip-coating.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The spreading profiles obtained by the molecular precipitation and molecular insertion methods, and the reptation and Rouse models have been compared. Figure 1 shows the profiles of the lubricant films at 30000 MC steps. Figures 1 (a) and (c) indicate that the reptation model causes the problem of an excessively rapid spreading front in comparison with a previous experimental result [1] . Figures 1 (a) and (b) indicate that the molecular insertion method generates the unnatural concave profile over the spreading front. In contrast, the result shown in Fig. 1 (d) , which is obtained by combining the Rouse model and the molecular precipitation method, produces the results that the shapes of spreading front and the recession parts of the film have almost point symmetry and the profile can be approximated by an error function. The simulated profile is in agreement with the experimental profile of the apolar lubricant film composed of linear chain molecules without the functional end groups [1] . These results show that the combination of Rouse model and the molecular precipitation method can provide the effective method for the spreading simulations of the lubricant films.
Boltzmann-Matano method [4] was applied to the spreading profile of the lubricant film obtained by using Rouse model and the molecular precipitation method at 10000 MC steps to calculate the relationship between the diffusion coefficient and the film height from the solid surface. Figure 2 shows that the diffusion coefficient is inversely proportional to the height. The result agrees well with experimental results in [1] . This also indicates the validity of our method. 
CONCLUSION
The molecular insertion and the molecular precipitation methods, and the reptation and Rouse models were compared for the spreading simulations of the lubricant films. The combination of the molecular precipitation method and the Rouse model can produce the simulation results that agree well with the experimental ones.
